Description:
The 3M™ 4500 and 6000 Floor Sweepers are designed as mechanical devices to clean hard floors and carpets easily and effectively. Two rubber rotor blades turn toward each other, efficiently collecting both large and small debris.

Special Features:
- Super-efficient rotor blades: pick up both large and fine debris.
- Work virtually on any floor surface: reduces need for mops, brooms and vacuum cleaners.
- Durable, grease resistant rubber rotor blades: last longer than bristle brushes.
- Designed for easy care: all parts easily rinse clean.
- Center pivot handle: sweeper pushes in either directions.
- Low profile: glides easily under chairs and furniture.
- Lightweight and compact: easy to carry and store.
- Available in two convenient sizes

Sweeper assembly:
1. Assemble the handle: insert the tapered end of each friction-fit handle section into the ring-marked end of another friction-fit handle section, applying moderate connecting pressure and a clockwise twist.
2. Next, insert the tapered end of the top friction-fit handle section into the ring-marked end of the handle section with hand grip using the same pressure twist technique. Finally, place the ring-marked end of the bottom friction fit handle section over the stud extending from top center of the body of the sweeper.

Where and When to Use:
When time is at a premium, and for a fast quiet cleanup, this convenient cleaning device will easily pick up debris such as dirt, lint, coins, straws, hair, grass, sand, cigarette butts, paper clips and crumbs from almost any floor surface: carpets, rugs, entrance mats and hard floors.

Ideal for use in planes, buses and coaches, bars and coffee shops, hairdressers’ shops, cinemas, hotels, exhibition centers….

Directions for Use:
Simply set the sweeper over the debris and push slowly. One or two strokes will generally be enough to remove the debris.

Caution:
The sweeper should not be used to pick up burning or glowing materials such as ashes or cigarettes.

Maintenance:
1. Empty debris boxes: simply raise the box handle and lift unit out. Revert the procedure to reinsert box.
2. Remove and clean rotor blades: Push out on one of the metal tabs at either end of the blade. At the same time, grip center of blade with thumb and forefinger of other hand and gently pull up. Release other end by pushing out and lifting rotor blade out.
Clean blades when necessary by rinsing them with warm water. To reinsert, center rotor blade in its cavity and gently press down until it snaps into place.

Size and color:
- Colour: Red body.
- Sizes: (W x D x H)
  - Model 4500: 250 x 220 x 70 mm
  - Model 6000: 325 x 300 x 102 mm

Product characteristics:
- Weight: in g (including handle)
  - Ref 4500: 1250 g
  - Ref 6000: 2100 g

Packaging and marking:
- 1 sweeper per box.
- 6 boxes per case
- Each box is marked with product name, reference and manufacturer’s trade name.

Origin:
Made in USA.

Source of supply:
St Ouen l’Aumone - France